
                   

Exam  :  

C7525

Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1

 _______________ assumptions means the prior knowledge of 

all the coefficients in the objective function, the coefficients of 

the constraints and the resource value. Proportionality Certainty Finite choices Continuity

2
If two constraints do not intersect in the positive quadrant of 

the graph, then

The problem is 

infeasible

The solution is 

unbounded

One of the constraints is 

redundant None of the above

3
While solving a LP problem, infeasibility may be removed by 

____________________.

Adding another 

constraint

Adding another 

variable Removing a constraint Removing a variable

4
Graphic method can be applied to solve a LPP when there are 

only ______________ variables. Four More than One Two Three

5 cost or time problem is called_________. Maximization Degenerate Prohibited Minimization problem

6
An assignment problem may have ____________optimal 

solution. less than 2 Multiple Single only one

7
In Assignment problem we allocate resources on 

__________basis. one to one low to high only highest only lowest

8
In transportation problem we assume demand at each demand 

centre is _______________. Zero positive Constant Minimum

9
This innovative science of Operations Research was disclosed 

during ______________. Civil War World War I World War II Industrial Revolution

10
Who defined Operations Research as an aid for the executive in 

marketing his decisions by providing him with the quantitative 

information based on the scientific method analysis ? Kitte H.M. Wagner E.L. Arnoff None of the above

11
Operations Research involves attack of complex problems to 

arrive at the optimum solution. Scientific Systematic Both A and B Statistical

12
_______________is the problem of finding optimal allocation 

of two variables. Assignment Transportation Unbalanced Modified Distribution Method

13
In Vogel's Approximation Method we calculate 

________________for each row and column. Initial solution Lower Cost Maximum Cost Penalties

14
If the rim condition is not satisfied in a feasible solution then 

solution is ______________. Not Degenerate Degenerate Optimal Basic

15  At the completion of the forward and backward passes, the 

slack for an activity is given by _______

difference between 

early start and early 

finish

difference between 

early start and latest 

finish

difference between latest 

start and early finish

amount of idle labor on the 

critical path

16

The time by which activity completion time can be delayed 

without affecting the start of succeeding activities, is known as 

__________ Interfering float Total Float Duration Free float

17

The artificial activity which indicates that an activity following 

it, cannot be started unless the preceding activity is complete, is 

known as ________ free float Dummy Constant Event
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18
In modified distribution method , opportunity cost is calculated 

by formula ___________ Cost -(u+v) Cost-(u-v) Cost +1 +u+v Cost +2(uv)

19

If there are any ____________opportunity cost values it means 

there is a scope for cost reduction and the present solution is 

not optimal. positive zero Integer Negative

20
In assignment problems if number of row is not equal to 

number of columns then __________. Balanced Problem is unbalanced Maximization problem Minimization problem

21
__________and ________ are techniques applied in project 

management.

Assignment and 

PCM

PRTM and 

transportation CPM and PERT

Inventory models and decision 

theory

22
IF _________=Number of allocations in transportation it means 

there is no degeneracy. M+N M+N-1 M-N M/N

23
____________Matrix is used to convert Maximization to 

Minimization problem in assignment. Regret Matrix Dummy Matrix Column Matrix unbalanced Matrix

24
 An objective function is maximized when it is a 

____________ function. Passive Profit Cost
Active

25
A set of values X1,   X2,   …Xn   which satisfies the 

constraints of the LPP is called ________________. Solution Variable Linearity
Problem
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Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1
Which of the following entities issues the ' Gilt edged ' 

Securities?  ______

Multinational 

Companies

Reputed domestic 

companies
Private sector enterprises Central and State Government

2
As per technical analysis value of the share depends on : 

______
Demand of share Supply of share Volume of share Demand & Supply of the share

3 ROI is a determinant of : _______ Net profits after tax Capital employed
Operating profits & Capital 

employed
Net worth

4 The fundamental analysis is a method of finding out ______ Ratios Value of a share Tips Future price of a security

5 Financial statements disclose only _____ Monetary Non - monetary Historical Political

6
Which of the following is a tax saving investment ? 

__________
Fixed Deposit Shares PPF Post Office Savings

7 The object of portfolio is to reduce ______ by diversification. Return Risk Uncertainty Percentage

8
The fundamental analysis ( investment ) approach has been 

associated with _____
Uncertainties Certainties Ratios Balance Sheet

9 Investors have to _____ review and revise their portfolio. Regularly Quarterly Yearly Daily

10
Shares of known & financially sound companies are called as 

________
Blue chip shares Red chip shares Green chip shares Black chip shares

11
________ are special type of mutual funds which invest only in 

high quality money market instruments of short - term nature.
Open - ended

Money Market Mutual 

Fund
Closed ended HDFC Mutual Fund

12 A neutral network is a trading system in which ________
Forecasting model is 

not there

Historical system is 

there

Forecasting model is 

trained to find out desired 

output

Neutral points are considered
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13 Which provides money with its time value ? ______ Investment Interest Rates Market Rates Call Rates

14
When compounding is done more frequently than annually , the 

effective rate of interest is ________

Greater than the 

nominal rate of 

interest

Lower than the nominal 

rate of interest

Equal to nominal rate of 

interest
Normal

15
Which model of share valuation assumes that the dividend per 

share remains at fixed amount for ever . _______

Constant Growth 

Model
Multiple Growth Model P/E Model Zero Growth Model

16
Which of the following is not a marketable instrument ? 

______
Commercial Papers Certificate of Deposits Inter Corporate Deposits Treasury Bills

17 Technical analysis provides _____ of a share. Intrinsic value Price behaviour Supply Demand

18 The term current assets include _______ Payment in advance Inventory Investments Deferred revenue expenditure

19 A no growth company will have _____
A 100  percent 

retention ratio

A 100 percent payout 

ratio

High P/E Rtaio as 

compared to a growth 

company

High stock price as compared 

to a growth company

20
The income statement _____ the revenues and costs incurred in 

the process of earning revenues.
Catches Matches Batches Watches

21
Which defines the intrinsic value of share as the present value 

of future dividend ? _____
CAPM DDM P.E.Model P.M

22
In approximately , how many years would you expect to double 

your money at 8 % per annum ? ______
8 years 12 years 9 years 10 years

23
When payments are made at the end of each year , it is known 

as ______ annuity.
Annuity due Ordinary annuity Perpetuity Fixed Annuity

24
_________ institution is set by government of India for dealing 

with all matter relating to securities market.
SEBI IRDA RBI ICICI

25
When a company makes public issue of shares for the first time 

it is called as ______.
Initial Public Offer Right Issue Bonus Issue Book - Building


